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By Jay A. Shorr, BA, MBMC, CAC IV
You place a “help wanted” ad or put out feelers through various channels
when you need to make a hire. You likely receive dozens of resumes.
Many can likely be eliminated off the bat, including those with multiple
spelling errors.
If you are lucky, the initial bounty should yield a handful of promising
candidates who are available to come in for an interview.
Here are seven questions to help you get to know the person behind the
resume:
1. What do you know about my practice?
The right prospect will have done research prior to the interview. They
should know about the procedures you perform, as well as some basic
biographical and background information about you and your practice.
2. Where do you see yourself in the next 3 years?
The answer you are looking for here is plain and simple: growth. Ideally, the employee will say that they are
interested in growing with your practice.
3. Tell me about a time when you had to go above and beyond to get a job done.
Here, you are looking for a solid example of a project or problem and the careful steps that the interviewee took to
address or rectify the situation. For example, “Surgery was scheduled for the next morning, and we still did not have
all of the bloodwork and EKG results back from the lab and cardiologist. Canceling the surgery would have been
extremely costly, since we already had the O/R blocked off and the anesthesiologist scheduled, so I called the
patient and asked if they could go to the hospital to retake the bloodwork, and then I called a colleague to conduct a
medical clearance. I met the patient at the hospital, all of the labs came back OK, the patient was cleared for
surgery, and the surgery was performed as scheduled.” This is the sort of ontheball employee you want in your
practice.
4. Why does this job appeal to you?
Be wary if the employee speaks about benefits and salary versus opportunities for growth. A red flag is an
unprompted questions about vacations and personal days during the first interview
5. How do you cope with deadline pressure?
The best answer is an unflinching one. Ideally, you want an employee who can properly manage their time and sees
deadlines as arbitrary, and tries to beat—not just meet—them without sacrificing accuracy.

6. What is your greatest weakness?
Here, the interviewee should be able to turn the negative into a positive with their answer, such as, “I have a strong
work ethic and tend to be as hard on myself as I am on coworkers to get the job done and done right. That said, I
found that using the assistance of fellow employees allows me to work smarter, not harder.”
7. Why should we hire YOU?
This is one of the most important questions to ask on any interview. Allow them to say everything they have to say,
then pause before you wrap up the interview to see if they open up further. n
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